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"It's a very, very personal project."
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According to the report, in 2013, almost 3,700 women, girls and couples received counseling at the IFPA's 11 counselling locations nationwide or via the IFPA National Pregnancy Helpline.
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If their levels exceeded 11.1mmol/L, their risk of developing diabetes increased by a massive 261%.
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(Apple built some behind-the-scenes intelligence to prevent large collections from eating up all the storage space on your Mac, iPhone or iPad.)
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Bryan was set to perform at the CMT Artists of the Year special but canceled his performance to attend his brother-in-law's funeral
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It's incredible and it's great for London."
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“What I think is the answer is not to knock people that have gone to a particular school or have a particular background because that's a decision their parents made,” Mr Javid said.
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Staff at Temple Street Children's Hospital in Dublin carried out a review of all child pedestrian deaths that occurred between January 2006 and December 2011
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prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
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“Early and routine conversations about driving can help bring up the topic in a nonthreatening way and can help older adults prepare for future changes,” she said
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These days the site is just ruins - piles of scorched masonry, lakes with overgrown plants, lawns with a few stones scattered where many buildings once stood
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9 after testing positive for Drostanolone metabolites and another steroid
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It wasn’t just the speech that was devoid of specifics
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As bouts of self-harming go, it's hardly Richey Edwards
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"It smashes whatever it comes in contact with."
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